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newly emerging and newly acknowledged forms of art.245 They main-
tained that formalism revealed the secret of all art for all times. From 
the formalist perspective art could be representational, but unlike the 
representational theorist, the formalist regarded representation as an 
incidental rather than as an essential property of artworks.246 

SYMBOLIC FANTASIES 

Miklo ' s Jancsó's Red Psalm (Még ké a nép, 1971) is visually and cog-
nitively an exceptionally interesting example of art that is based on 
historical events, because the storv line follows a series of revolu-
tionary peasant uprisings in Hungary between 1890 and 1910. The 
Hungarian title Még kér e nép is a title of a poem by Sándor Petőfi 
meaning "the people still demand", and referring to the theme of the 
film. The scriptwriter of the film, Gvula Hernádi, found a notebook 
of "Socialist psalms", and he and Jancsó were heavily influenced by 
Deszö Nagy, a historian, who emphasized the meaning of popular 
folklore as an inspiration for the uprisings. Yvette Biro, credited as 
"dramaturge", helped transform the ideas into dramatic actions and 
characters.247 The actual performances in the film are imaginary, and 
many of the incidents and happenings inside the narrative were im-
provised during the shooting of the film. 

The setting of the film is Hungarian plain with a river, a church, some 
farm buildings, and a railway line. The film begins with a peaceful 
image of a woman's hand holding a dove, and this image is accom-
panied by the tinkling of bells, and the music of the "Marseillaise". 
The scene stretches out to show a group of men and women peas-
ants, horses, and soldiers in uniform. The local bailiff steps in, and 
the peasants sing, dance, and walk. The bailiff tells the peasants that 
he wants to talk with them, and the peasants demand rights for the 
people. One of the reads a Friedrich Engels's letter comment ing the 
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political situation in Hungary in the late 1890's. The bailiff withholds 
sacks of grain from them, and a blonde woman (Andrea Drahota) 
tries to link the separate groups of villagers. A group of women ap-
proaches the soldiers, takes their rifles f rom them, and throws them 
on the ground. Then they confront the bailiff. 

The peasants dance around to the music of the "Carmagnole". A 
folk-violinist quietens the mood, and few officer cadets hover around 
the folk-dance troupe curiously or thoughtfully. A dark-haired cadet 
half-offers villagers a jug of wine, and his reddish-haired companion 
has little sympathy for them. A senior officer with curly facial hair 
leads in new troops, throws a sword down into the ground, and tosses 
the red-haired officer a revolver, as if recalling him to a duty. Infan-
try surround a circle of villagers, who turn outwards to face them, 
reciting Socialist proverbs. Three women walk past a line of soldiers, 
slowly baring their breasts while reciting a "red psalm", and strolling 
into the distance they also drop their skirts, and close into a circle. 
As the soldiers, deserting their posts with a shout, run towards and 
past them. A line of villagers with locked arms follows triumphantly, 
as distant cavalry herds the soldiers into a tight clump. 

Night falls, and around the bonfires of stacked rifles the peasants sing 
another militant song. The sympathetic cadet strolls amongst the vil-
lagers, and with a revolver in hand he tells a guitarist that he was sent 
to kill him. Village women welcome him. The folk-dance group has 
emerged with the other villagers, and they dance around them sing-
ing "Johnny is My Darling, the Union volunteer." The cadet's walk 
subtly responds to its rhythms, but a senior officer rides his horse 
at him, nudging him backwards to the other cadets. He throws his 
revolver down, but another cadet retrieves it, and passes it to a third 
one who fires at the villagers. The darkest-haired of the three women 
("three graces") silently raises her hands, and one of them bleeds, as 
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if f rom bullet. Her gesture signifies, not so much surrender, as display 
to her comrades. A cadet kisses her shoulder, but other cadets walk 
him backward, and one of them shoots him. He lies, as if dead, be-
tween the sword thrust in the ground, and two village women. They 
kneel over him, and one of them bends to kiss him, and reviving he 
looks probingly into camera, while still touching the hilt of the sword. 
Instead of a wound, the dark girl's hand now bears a red cockade, 
which she parades to her fellows. Johnny is My Darling resumes, and 
now the villagers are free ol the circling cavalry, surrounded by fertile 
scenery with farms, fat heaps of grain, and flocks of sheep. The three 
graces stroll along a path away from camera, before being pursued by 
young village men, who surround them, seize them, bring them back, 
and lilt them into huge wooden water-vats, around which dancers 
whirl long coloured streamers. 

In an open field with few trees, an elegant young landowner, the 
Count (András Bálint) hand his hunting ritle, as if disarming himself, 
belore talking to the villagers. The hawkish-cadet takes it, but semi-
casually keeps it in the picture. Afar, the cavalry have re turned. The 
Count embraces the guitarist, and shakes hands with the villagers in 
respectful way. Sitting under a tree, he expounds an iron law of eco-
nomics, that abundance can only lower prices, and therefore wages. 
He recommends austerity, and the accumulation of moral capital. 
To this a crabbed-faced man opposes another list of demands, and 
this time for political rights and for workers' organisation against the 
autocratic system. The aristocrat quietly replies that education must 
precede rights, before lying down, turning over, and dying. Village 
women approach, and kneel affectionately around his body. Towards 
them gallops a smartly dressed blonde horsewoman, and the village 
women help her lay out a white sheet for the dead man. 
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This kind of combination of actions, movements, dialogue, and mu-
sic is typical for Jancsó. Although there are many conflicts inside the 
narrative, the general mood of the film is one of celebration, and 
the peasants show more unity and comradeship in their actions than 
despair and loss of hope. The movements ot the people are choreo-
graphed, but the overall impact is one of spontaneity, joy, unity, and 
hope. The peasants are capable of positive action, and they are con-
stantly in a state of debate and argumentation. Still their real strength 
lies in unity and mass action, which is richly produced through their 
singing and dancing. The songs and dances represent a wide range of 
peasant feelings and experiences with strong, nationalist undercur-
rents. There is not much in the film that corresponds to a naturalistic 
use of dialogue. There are slogans of economic and politic tactics, 
and assertations of solidarity and allegiance. 
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The rhythm of the speeches varies a lot, and the formal quality of 
them creates moments of repetition, and segments of phraseology. 
The peasants express their feelings as a group, and as a class. This 
brings in wider historical perspectives as qualifying elements of nar-
rative in Jancsó's approach. The men and the women have different 
roles in the narrative, and they tend to move and act in groups. The 
occasional nudity of women has a special dimension, and creates dif-
ferent responses, and also brings in more emotional and sensual than 
intellectual tones. It is a sign of free spirit among the peasants, and a 
counterpoint to the heavy clothing of other participitants. 

In earlier Jancsó-films such us the Round-Up (1965) and the Red and 
White (1967), women are seen mainly as victims of male violence, 
but from Confrontation (1968) on, women begin to take more active 
roles in resisting the opposition, and in attempting to defeat it.248 In 
the Round-Up, the occupying Austrians promise a peasant that he can 
escape execution if he can find a partisan who has killed many. Be-
fore suffering torture or execution, victims must march in file, fo rm 
circles, strip or lie down, or undergo these absurd ceremonies that 
merely display their subjection to the will of authority. Jancsó be-
longs to a generation appalled by the revelation of wartime atrocities, 
and the Nazi death camps. Jancsó suggests that power is exercised 
through public humiliation, and total control of the victim's body.249 

With Jancsó the style of his films is geared to a collective struggle. 
The moving camera makes no separation of leaders and led. Red Psalm 
develops an essentially literary text by means of physical movement , 
whose minimally terse dialogue suggests without specifying historical 
trends, moments, and issues. Characters are not of ten individual-
ised. They are more like anonymous performers rather than positive 
heroes or heroines. Almost all villagers are young, and the almost 
total absence of the old people seems to function as a part of the 
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film's style. Jancsó's style is of ten abstract, and increasingly complex 
combination of camerawork, dialogue, sound, colour and music. Red 
Psalm shows his characteristic style as most expressive and powerful. 

The direction interweaves different dimensions of space., move-
ment, and change. Most unusual is the walking choreography with 
its changing body movements, and rhythms. There is also a strong 
pictorialist dimension with the images of landscapes. They are of ten 
revealed gradually, and the camera movements become a focus of at-
tention with their own kinetic dynamism. They are calligraphic, so, 
the camera lens seems to move across the scene as a pen moves across 
a piece of paper. There s rarely any one centre of visual interest that 
is followed throughout the shot. Usually, the camerawork is a com-
bination of zooming and tracking, and drifting f rom one individual 
to another, and from one group to another as they confront and in-
termingle throughout the narrative. The camera does not stay with 
one activity or character for very long, and olten incorporates several 
centres of interest within the frame. From this constant succession 
of actions and movements emerges a pattern that sets up the play ot 
opposing forces, and qualifies the nature of on-going confrontation 
between different groups. 

The lack of interest in following certain characters and performers 
throughout the scenes, and the avoidance of following a conventional 
plot structure give the film its episodic and abstract nature in which 
the spectator's attention changes without warning f rom one series 
of actions to another.250 Jancsó tries to avoid normal continuity, and 
instead of that creates a kind of different continuity with a focus on 
certain themes and structures rather than following characters and 
their actions. Visual and rhythmic delight is created mostly through 
the moving camera. The compositional values of the narrative are 
very high, and, for example, in the scene with the peasants massacre 
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by the soldiers the camera watches everything from high angle and 
in a long shot. This creates a majestic composition with painterly 
dimensions The soundtrack is meticulously wrought, when overlaid 
sounds add aural space to visual space, and the sparse use of words 
enlarge local actions to wider patterns of history, and the music sug-
gests moods and tension into the narrative. 

Some of the characters come in pairs, and many elements in the film 
are paired in one way or another. As well as pairs there are triads, 
and in dramas as in histories these relations change all the t ime in the 
course of the narrative. These cinematic forms are descriptional since 
the narrative events could remain identical even if technical or other 
factors would have created different forms. Fiction writers shape the 
narrative to accommodate a character or a scene which they wish 
to describe as their descriptions respond to some narrative require-
ments. Description dominates narrative, and vice versa. Film's basic 
unit, the photographic shot, is a descriptive structure, and in all the 
arts style serves description as conspiciously as it serves narrative. 

In Red Psalm the pictorial landscape becomes an arena, like a theatri-
cal space, which is created by a body of actors whose relations assert 
a visual and diegetic unity.251 The same logic applies in a conventional 
theatre, when actors enter the space around them, or play scenes 
amidst the audience a s well as on stage. There is a sense of spatial 
unity in Red Psalm, and it survives many changes of setting, breaks in 
the action, and edits in time. In this respect Jancsó anticipates An-
gelopoulos, another figures-in-landscape artist. They are both devel-
oping through their totally cinematized settings a form of extended 
theatre. Red Psalm is able to combine richly realistic elements with 
choreography and behaviour with great stylisation.252 The real sur-
prise of this is that it is not unrealistic or artificial, but more like a 
mixture of different elements. 
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In Red Psalm Jancsó mixes realistic and unrealistic elements, and uses 
narrative and non-narrative elements side by side. J ancsó ' s use of 
folk rituals add a strong sense of visuals into the overall narrative, 
because the emphasis lies on physicality of the different forces in-
side the images. Jancsó processes the different formations of the per-
formers with the emphasis on movements and gestures, and when 
the individual performers move, everything is always in relation to 
some of the groups. Also details mean a lot, because through the use 
of his moving camera Jancsó could focus on tiny, and of ten unex-
pected details that will follow. 

Jancsó's direction is built on stylised manoeuvres that stretch realism 
of the scenes. The films are symbolical fantasies enriched by phenom-
enological realism. The poetic abstractions are included in the nar-
rative by the physicality of the performers, and vividly photographed 
landscapes. Atmospheric and changing expressions vibrate with life, 
and creating dissonances, and human ambiguity around them. The 
sensual photography produces painterly images with dramatic coun-
terpoints. Meanings of the narrative are changing and fluid. Red Psalm 
has visual materialism, which requires an auteurial vision to elaborate 

COGNITIVE FUNCTION AND PERSPECTIVE 

The cognitive skills of humans have not been developed in opposition 
to their emotions and their bodies; on the contrary, they have been 
developed to carry out the preferences of the body-mind totality. 
The evolution of cognitive skills has pragmatic origins: it is easier to 
obtain food and avoid danger if we have precise cognitive maps of the 
world than it is if the world is just an eternal deconstructed flux. The 
emotional ties among humans have developed because such affective 
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